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T U R N S T Y L E  D E S I G N S

Visit our London showroom during FOCUS 2023

Discovering artisan hardware is all about touching the product, feeling it in your hand. Absorbing the skill, craftmanship and 

quality that has been put into every single stitch, component assembled and finish created. 

 

With FOCUS/23 just around the corner, this is the perfect opportunity to discover all the amazing showrooms, based in the 

Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour dedicated to helping you achieve your interior design ideals. 

 

Having our London showroom based at the Design Centre means clients have the perfect opportunity to view our entire 

range of hardware and discuss future projects with our knowledgeable team. With the most comprehensive display of 

Turnstyle products more than anywhere else in the world, you can bring your vision to life. 

 

Visit us during FOCUS/23 and discover all more.

Scan the QR code or click icon below to find us:

NEW from Turnstyle Designs

Introducing the Hammered Ball Door and Cabinet knob, a brand new product showcasing at this year’s exhibitions. 

The latest sphere-shaped hardware is expertly hammered by hand and further extends their hammered collection.

Available in all six signature hammered brass finishes, this stylish new cabinet and door hardware will certainly turn heads.

18th - 22nd September
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www.turnstyledesigns.com

VISIT OUR LONDON SHOWROOM

Unit 115, Design Centre East, Chelsea Harbour, SW10 0XF

Delivering luxury door hardware for high-end residential, commercial and yacht projects for 30 years, Turnstyle 
Designs was founded by Steve Roberts in 1992. Steve and his wife Christina work collaboratively to design some 

of the worlds most innovative decorative hardware, using a broad palette of materials and finishes including, 
brass, leather and Amalfine™. A truly family run business, Turnstyle is now managed by their eldest son Oscar. 

 
From hand stitched leather to individually hammered door hardware, attention to detail is found in every product 

made. Turnstyle is proudly British made and manufactured in the beautiful Devon countryside. With multiple 
product combinations and flexibility to allow customisation, there is something for everyone. 
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